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“De rana et lacerta…” is a didactic poem. Hesiod, the author of “Works and Days”, 

is considered to be the founder of this genre. As early as in the antiquity, it was 

perceived as a contradiction to Homer epic, rich in action, full of characters (that is 

why is it also called “descriptive”). The subject of depiction in an epic poem is a 

war, a journey to unknown lands. Such a plot enables one to invent numerous 

twists and turns, to introduce a lot of characters, it gives rise to certain strife, to a 

dramatism of their relationships. However, a descriptive poem does not narrate 

anything: it investigates the subject, plunges into it, provides a body of data about 

it available to human cognition up to smallest details, striving to completeness. For 

this genre there is no distinction between high or low subjects: in the surviving 

antique books constellations, children's games, cosmetics, fishing, medications for 

pimples, cough or diarrhea are equally thoroughly considered. 

A didactic poem has existed for quite a long time – Byron experienced its effect 

and at the same time he was resentful about its – in his own view of course – 

“senselessness”. It must have possessed such features which made it likeable in the 

Middle Ages, Renaissance, Baroque, and the Enlightenment. M.L. Gasparov 

emphasizes, perhaps, the main values of the genre to a poet – a freedom in the 

choice of the subject matter and a relative complexity of the form that enhanced 

the self-comprehension of the creator, the “plotlessness and characterlessness” 

being far from any egocentrism and anthropocentrism. 

The main reason for such a long life of a descriptive poem is the fact that every 

epoch and every national literature found their own something in it. The genre 

offered an opportunity to medieval authors to identify a universal character of the 

subject under description, i.e. to show how res – an object, a substance – is 

included into a hierarchy of other creatable objects, into a perfect creation of the 

Creator – a Universum. The Renaissance humanists studied the same Universum, 

but from a different perspective – the reference point, the benchmark and the 

purpose of the research was a man. Doctus poeta of the Baroque period with 

particular fixidity plunged into an abyss – depths of the sea, the earth interior, 

heavenly space or the entrails of an organism – considering each substance as a 

hieratical emblem of the Infinite. In the Enlightenment epoch, an author of a 

didactic poem acted as an anatomist, prosecting the Nature with a scalpel-Reason 
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in order to weigh up, to thoroughly study its parts and compositions, to identify 

drawbacks put into the sinless nature by human passions and to come up with a 

way of treating them in an appropriate guidance.  

Daniel Hermann was writing his works at the confluence of two epochs, of two 

styles. He belongs to the generation during whose lifetime the future national 

catastrophe was already brewing up – the Thirty Years' War.  

The Reformation enhanced the process of resorting to the national language, but 

the Latin didactic poem did not vanish. There are several reasons for this. One of 

them and, perhaps, the main is the bent to unity, to overcoming the disconnection 

in at least the cultural space let alone the geographical. It was impossible to attain 

this by virtue of the national language: a common language of German literature 

had not established yet. Another reason is that the German language was chiefly 

connected with burgher culture gravitating towards mainly satirical genres – 

shvanks, market scenes, and vagrants' poetry. Poetic works written in German 

correlated with song beats and relevant belles means. There were still no 

possibilities in the German language for highbrow subjects and an unhasting 

course of a didactic poem written in dactylic hexameter. One more reason is that as 

a recipient of such a work, devoted to scientific opinions of the author and the 

body of views of his predecessors, was considered a wide range of punditry and 

highly literate lay people; for this international community the German language 

was on the whole provincial and approachless. The Latin was not only a universal 

language of science; in those days when Hermann's poem was being written, 

reminiscences from ancient authors, references to Greek and Roman mythology 

and history were mandatory for an educated writer. 

In the poem about a frog and a lizard we will find everything that has been 

mentioned above. First of all, this is an unhasting detailed narration with numerous 

digressions and seeming deviations – in order not to lose the thread of narration, 

the author keeps returning to the description of inclusions. The work actually starts 

with a naturalistic description of bodies of the frog and the lizard – to be more 

precise, with their graphic picture. The beginning greatly resembles the genre of an 

allegory with its famous compositional triad that became extremely popular in the 

Baroque period: a picture – an epigrammatic inscription – a detailed metaphysical 

and physicophilosophical commentary. 

If you interpret the poem from this Baroque view, – what is it about then, what is 

its emblematic sense? It is obviously about the relationship of the temporality, 

fugacity and the rigidity, inviolacy, and eternity; about the game of chance and 

fortune, between which, come to think of it, there is no difference. Small creatures, 

attracted by tasty odour, by mischance get into a sticky fluid. Instead of food 

necessary to them in order to continue their life with its scarce joys and those slight 

pleasures which it offers to such humble creatures as reptiles and amphibian, the 

poor ones find painful death and … immortality: that very “monument” which, 



almost according to Horatius, excels the Pyramids. The immortality of "small 

creature" is, however, interpreted by the author not in a hymnal and pompous way. 

It is rather a funeral lament, a threnos: the frog and the lizard happened to be to the 

end of time captured in their convulsive postmortal movement; they are presented 

to the world in an everlasting agony.  

Further goes an appropriate to doctus poeta physicophilosophical commentary – a 

detailed narration of theories of amber origin known to the author from different 

sources. Not limiting himself to only naked outline of facts, Hermann involves in 

the narration a vibrant description of the depths of the sea and the underground 

abyss full of dark flame. The epithets and descriptive patterns are partially the 

author's and some were borrowed from the antiquity (the conference presentation 

will tackle cases of such borrowings). There are also lines in the poem dating back 

to the tradition of parodic poems – travesty and burlesque – such is the author's 

address to the frogs with a request to leave his garden in consideration of him 

having glorified one of them, and also the choice of “small creatures” itself as a 

subject of description. 

An abundance of antique reminiscences is a phenomenon typical of a descriptive 

Latin poem that a reader comes across both in the works of the medieval authors, 

and in the Renaissance period, as well as in the literature of Baroque and 

Classicism. However, it seems on the whole that Hermann who created his poems, 

as it has already been mentioned, at the boundary of two “large styles”, is closer 

with his poetic manner to the Baroque rather than to the Renaissance. His figures 

of speech, his syntax and especially his figurativeness are in the Baroque style. In 

the Baroque style is in fact his principle of treating scientific material – it is not 

universalism (“a little about everything“) but rather a love for details, and a 

demonstration of abundance of knowledge (“everything about the little”). 

 


